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New Minister Busterbank Becoming Like Hitler?
The rumour is that the new minister Mr Busterbank is becoming a lot like
Hitler and people are scared that the World war III will occur, the
reason for this is because he is starting to put his hair in the same way
and now he is starting to say there will be another World War and
England will win. Reporters went to Saint Bedes Primary school where Mr
Busterbank was on Friday 24th March and listened.
One boy asked “will there ever be a world war III.”
Mr Busterbank replied “I don’t see why not but whatever happens, if we
start the war England will win.”
Mr Busterbank has made quite a few decisions which are, people should
stand up for their rights and beliefs, fight for your country and women
should be able to go out on a night not having to feel afraid. We’ve heard
that he said, “I place my hand on my heart and swear to tell the truth and
be honest.”
Mr Busterbank got an estimated 30,000 votes and was very happy but
people wish they’d voted for someone else. Some people are scared of him
because he is Xenophobic, Mrs Jenny Lonet who got 29,000 votes is very
upset and said, “I could do a much better job and make sure no-one was
afraid of me.”
Mr Busterbank declares, “the bad things in this world will change and I
will not let another World War occur but we would win if another country
started to send bombs. I promise it will not happen.”
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WE DON’T WANT FROGS HERE
“The ‘British’ Bulldog. Why British? We don’t need racist people in
parliament,” many people have quoted.
We agree with Busterbank.
Do you want peace? Power? A free country?! We don’t want any Yanks,
frogs or afghans in our country. This is BRITAIN. It’s not any other
country or any other countries slaves which brings me onto my next point.
All the time the other countries are picking on us just because we can’t
say one word – NO! Whenever they have waste they just bundle it over to
us. When we dump their waste in our country we are polluting ourselves.
Its not because of volcanic eruptions, hurricanes or meteorites. Why
can’t the government work it out. Its us that are causing holes in the Ozone layer, its us polluting the sea. We’ve done it ourselves. Its us!
Anyway Busterbank seems to be just the person Great Britain has been
looking for. He has style, he has ideas and he is almost perfect, Why have
we taken so long to find him? Where has he been all this time? Yesterday
we asked him a few questions which he answered very quickly and
intelligently but the main question we need to ask him is what can he do
for us. He can help the labour party, but can he help us? I think he can by
building the youth clubs he promised. He told us that the youth clubs
would provide fun for teenagers so that they would not use their last
resort and turn to crime.
To sum it up I believe Busterbank can put the Great back in Great Britain.
Well at least I hope he can because we’ve needed power for a long time.
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